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Abstract. Given a decision forest, we study a problem of reducing the
number of its distinct branching conditions without changing each tree’s
structure while keeping classification performance. A decision forest with
a smaller number of distinct branching conditions can not only have a
smaller description length but also be implemented by hardware more
efficiently. To force the modified decision forest to keep classification
performance, we consider a condition that the decision paths at each
branching node do not change for 100σ% of the given feature vectors
passing through the node for a given 0 ≤ σ < 1. Under this condition,
we propose an algorithm that minimizes the number of distinct branching conditions by sharing the same condition among multiple branching
nodes. According to our experimental results using 13 datasets in UCI
machine learning repository, our algorithm succeeded more than 90%
reduction on the number of distinct branching conditions for random
forests learned from 3 datasets without degrading classification performance. 90% condition reduction was also observed for 7 other datasets
within 0.17 degradation of prediction accuracy from the original prediction accuracy at least 0.673.
Keywords: decision forest · algorithm · simplification
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Introduction

A decision tree is a popular classifier not only for its classification performance
but also for its high interpretability. As base classifiers of an ensemble classifier,
decision trees are also preferred due to its usability such as being able to calculate
feature importance. Therefore, several decision-tree-based ensemble classifiers
such as random forests [3], extremely randomized trees [8] and gradient boosted
regression trees [7] have been developed so far.
Various researches have been done to obtain more useful decision trees and
forests, and one of them is their simplification such as pruning [9, 10]. Simplification of decision trees and forests is important not only as a countermeasure for
overfitting but also as enhancement measures of interpretability and prediction
time-and-space complexities.
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Simplification methods developed so far for a decision forest, reduce the number of branching nodes or trees. Here, however, we proposed an algorithm that
reduces the number of distinct branching conditions without changing the structure of each tree in a given forest. So, the number of branching nodes does not
change but multiple nodes become to share the same branching condition by
applying our algorithm.
This research is motivated by the recent development of hardware implementation of a random forest for fast inference. Implementation using FPGA
has been successful in accelerating the inference process of a random forest [12,
1]. In the system proposed in [1], all the branching conditions are processed by
fast comparators in parallel, then their binary outputs are used to parallelly
evaluate which leaf is reached through a boolean net. The decrease of the number of distinct branching conditions reduces the number of comparators needed
for this implementation.
In this paper, we first formalize our simplification problem as the problem
of minimizing the number of distinct branching conditions in a decision forest
by sharing conditions under the restriction that, given a set of feature vectors
DL and 0 ≤ σ < 1, at each branching node in each component tree, paths of at
most 100σ% of the vectors x ∈ DL passing through the node, can be changed.
Assume that all the features are numerical and all the branching conditions are
expressed as xi ≤ θi for ith component xi of a feature vector x and a fixed
threshold θi . Under the above restriction, the range in which θi can take a value
becomes some interval [`i , ui ), and the above problem can be reduced to the
problem of obtaining a minimum set that intersects all the given intervals, which
are defined for each feature. We propose Algorithm Min IntSet for this reduced
problem and prove its correctness. We also develop Algorithm Min DBN for our
original problem using Min IntSet to solve the reduced problem for each feature.
Effectiveness of our algorithm Min DBN is demonstrated for the random
forests that are learned from 13 datasets in UCI machine learning repository [6].
Without prediction performance degradation, Min DBN with σ = 0 succeeds to
reduce the number of distinct branching conditions at least 48.9% for all the
datasets but RNA-Seq PANCAN dataset, which has more than 30 times larger
number of features than the number of its train instances. For hapmass and
magic datasets, which have the two largest number of instances, more than 90%
condition reduction is achieved by running Min DBN with σ = 0. All the datasets
except RNA-Seq PANCAN, iris and blood datasets, whose vectors of the last two
datasets are composed of only four features, achieves more than 90% condition
reduction by allowing larger rate of path change (σ = 0.1, 0.2, 0.3) within about
0.17 prediction accuracy decrease from the original prediction accuracy, which
is at least 0.673.

2

Problem Setting

Consider a d-dimensional real feature space X = Rd and a finite class-label space
C = {1, . . . , `}. A classifier f : X → C is a function that assigns some label
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c ∈ C to an arbitrary input feature vector x = (x1 , ..., xd ) ∈ Rd . A decision tree
T is a kind of classifier that decides the class label assignment c of an input x by
starting from the root node, repeatedly choosing a child node at each internal
node depending on the branching condition attached to the node, and assigning
label c that is labeled at the reached leaf node. Here, we assume that each internal
node has just two child nodes and the attached branching condition is in the
form of xi ≤ θi . For a given feature vector x, the left child node is chosen at a
node if its branching condition xi ≤ θi is satisfied in the class label assignment
process using a decision tree. Otherwise, the right child node is chosen. The x’s
path in a decision tree T is the path from the root node to the reached leaf node
in the class label assignment process. We let a pair (i, θi ) of a feature id i and
a threshold θi denote the branching condition xi ≤ θi . A set of decision trees is
called a decision forest.
We consider the following problem.
Problem 1 (Problem of minimizing the number of distinct branching conditions
in a decision forest). For a given decision forest {T1 , ...Tm }, a given set of feature
vectors {x1 , ..., xn } and a given path-changeable rate 0 ≤ σ < 1, minimize the
number of distinct branching conditions (i, θi ) by changing the values of some
θi without changing more than 100σ% of feature vectors’ paths passing through
each node of each decision tree Ti (i = 1, . . . , m).
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Fig. 1. The number of distinct branching conditions (1, 4), (1, 5), (2, 4), (2, 5) in decision
forest {T1 , T2 } can be reduced to (1, 5), (2, 4) by changing conditions (1, 4) and (2, 5)
in T1 to (1, 5) and (2, 4), respectively, without changing the path of any feature vector
in {(1, 1), (2, 7), (7, 2), (8, 8)}.

Example 1. Consider Problem 1 for a decision forest {T1 , T2 } in Fig. 1, a feature
vector set {(1, 1), (2, 7), (7, 2), (8, 8)}, and a path-changeable rate σ = 0. The
distinct branching conditions (i, θi ) in decision forest {T1 , T2 } are the following
four:
(i, θi ) = (1, 4), (1, 5), (2, 4), (2, 5).
The branching conditions (1, 4) and (2, 5) in T1 can be changed to (1, 5) and
(2, 4), respectively, without changing the path of any feature vector in the given
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set {(1, 1), (2, 7), (7, 2), (8, 8)}. Decision tree T10 in Fig. 1 is the one that is made
from T1 by this branching-condition change. Decision forest {T10 , T2 } has two
distinct conditions (1, 5), (2, 4), which is a solution of Problem 1.
Remark 1. Decision forest {T1 , T2 } in Fig. 1 can be outputted by a decision forest
learner with training samples ((x1 , x2 ), y) = ((1, 1), 1), ((2, 7), 0), ((7, 2), 0), ((8, 8), 1).
Assume that two sets of bootstrap samples are D1 = {((1, 1), 1), ((7, 2), 0), ((8, 8), 1)}
and D2 = {((1, 1), 1), ((2, 7), 0), ((8, 8), 1)}, and all the features are sampled for
both the sets. In the implementation that the middle points of adjacent feature
values are used as threshold candidates for branching conditions, CART algorithm can output T1 for D1 and T2 for D2 . Decision tree T10 in Fig. 1 has the
same Gini Impurity as T1 at each corresponding branching node for the set of
samples D1 .

3

Problem of Minimum Set Intersecting All the Given
Intervals

For a given path-changeable rate 0 ≤ σ < 1, at each branching node with
condition (i, θi ), the range in which θi can take a value without changing more
than 100σ% of given feature vectors’ paths passing through the node, becomes
interval [`i , ui ). So, the problem of minimizing the number of distinct branching
conditions in a decision forest can be solved by finding clusters of conditions
(i, θi ) whose changeable intervals have a common value for each feature i. Thus,
solving Problem 1 can be reduced to solving the following problem for each
feature i.
Problem 2 (Problem of Minimum Set Intersecting All the Given Intervals). For
a given set of intervals {[`1 , u1 ), . . . , [`n , un )}, find a minimum set that intersects
all the intervals [`j , uj ) (j = 1, . . . , n).
We propose Min IntSet (Algorithm 1) as an algorithm for Problem 2. The algorithm is very simple. First, it sorts the given set of intervals {[`1 , u1 ), . . . , [`n , un )}
by lower bound `i in ascending order (Line 1). For the obtained sorted list
([`i1 , ui1 ), . . . , [`in , uin )), starting from k = 1 and b1 = 1, the algorithm finds the
kth point sk by calculating the maximal prefix ([`ibk , uibk ), . . . , [`ij−1 , uij−1 )) of
the list ([`ibk , uibk ), . . . , [`in , uin )) that contain non-empty intersection
j−1
\
h=bk

[`ih , uih ) = [`ij−1 ,

min

h=bk ,...,j−1

uih ),

and tk is updated such that tk = minh=bk ,...,j−1 uih holds (Line 9). The algorithm
can know the maximality of the prefix ([`ibk , uibk ), . . . , [`ij−1 , uij−1 )) by checking
the condition `ij ≥ tk which means that the intersection [`ij , tk ) is empty (Line
4). After finding the maximal prefix with non-empty intersection [`ij−1 , tk ), the
middle point of the interval is set to sk (Line 5) and repeat the same procedure
for the updated k and bk (Line 8).
The following theorem holds for Algorithm Min IntSet.
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Algorithm 1 Min IntSet
Input: {[`i , ui )|i ∈ I} : Non-empty set of intervals
Output: {s1 , ..., sk } : Minimum set satisfying {s1 , . . . , sk } ∩ [`i , ui ) 6= ∅ (i = 1, . . . , n)
{I1 , ..Ik } : Ij = {i ∈ I|sj ∈ [`i , ui )} (j = 1, ..., k)
1: [`i1 , ui1 ), ..., [`in , uin ) ← list sorted by the values of `i in ascending order.
2: k ← 1, t1 ← ui1 , b1 ← 1
3: for j = 2 to n do
4:
if `ij ≥ tk then
`i

+tk

5:
sk ← j−12
6:
Ik ← {ibk , ..., ij−1 }
7:
k ← k + 1, tk ← uij , bk ← j
8:
else if uij < tk then
9:
t k ← ui j
10:
end if
11: end for
` +t
12: sk ← in2 k , Ik ← {ibk , ..., in }
13: return {s1 , ..., sk }, {I1 , .., Ik }

Theorem 1. For a given set of intervals {[`1 , u1 ), ..., [`n , un )}, the set {s1 , ..., sk }
outputted by Algorithm Min IntSet is a minimum set that intersects all the intervals [`j , uj ) (j = 1, . . . , n).
Proof. We prove the theorem by mathematical induction in the number of intervals n. For n = 1, for-sentence between Line 3 and 11 is not executed. At Line
12, s1 is set as
`i + ui1
s1 = 1
2
because t1 = ui1 , and at Line 13 Min IntSet outputs {s1 }, which is trivially a
minimum set that intersects all the interval in the given set {[`1 , u1 )}.
Consider the case with n = k + 1. When if-sentence at Line 4 never holds,
`ij ≤ `in < t1 holds for all j = 1, . . . , n and Line 8-9 ensures t1 ≤ uij for all
j = 1, . . . , n. Thus, [`in , t1 ) is contained by all the intervals and the set that is
composed of its middle point s1 only is trivially a minimum set that intersects
all the intervals in the given set {[`1 , u1 ), . . . , [`n , un )}.
When if-sentence at Line 4 holds at least once, s1 is set as
s1 =

`ij−1 + t1
,
2

and the rest for-loop is executed for j from j + 1 to n given k = 2, t2 = uij ,
and b2 = j. It is easy to check that s2 , . . . , sk calculated in the rest part are the
same as those outputted by
Min IntSet({[`ij , uij ), ..., [`in , uin )}).
The condition of if-sentence at Line 4 ensures that the intersection [`ij−1 , t1 ) of
[`i1 , ui1 ), . . . , [`ij−1 , uij−1 ) does not intersect the rest intervals [`ij , uij ), . . . , [`in , uin ).
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So, any minimum set that intersects all the intervals, must contain at least
one value that is at most t1 . Any value s1 in [`ij−1 , t1 ) can minimize the set
of the rest intervals that does not contain s1 . In fact, s1 is set to the middle
point of [`ij−1 , t1 ), so the rest set of intervals is minimized. The set of the rest
points s2 , . . . , sk calculated by Min IntSet is the same as the set outputted by
M in IntSet({[`ij , uij ), ..., [`in , uin )}), so the minimum set intersecting all the
intervals in {[`ij , uij ), ..., [`in , uin )} can be obtained using inductive assumption.
Thus, Min IntSet outputs a minimum set that intersects all the given intervals
in the case with n = k + 1.
t
u
The time complexity of Algorithm Min IntSet is O(n log n) for the number
of intervals n due to the bottleneck of sorting. Its space complexity is trivially
O(n).

4

Algorithm for Minimizing the Number of Distinct
Branching Conditions

Algorithm 2 Min DBN
Input: {x1 , ..., xn } : Set of feature vectors
{T1 , ..., Tm } : decision forest
σ : path-changeable rate (0 ≤ σ < 1)
1: Li ← ∅ for i = 1, . . . , d
2: for j = 1 to m do
3:
for each branching node Nj,h in Tj do
4:
(i, θi ) ← branching condition attached to Nj,h
5:
[`j,h , uj,h ) ← the range of values that θi can take without changing
more than 100σ% of paths of x1 , .., xn passing through Nj,h in Tj
6:
Li ← Li ∪ {[`j,h , uj,h )}
7:
end for
8: end for
9: for i = 1 to d do
10:
{s1 , .., sk }, {I1 , ..., Ik } ← Min IntSet(Li )
11:
for g = 1 to k do
12:
for each (j, h) ∈ Ig do
13:
Replace the branching condition (i, θi ) attached to node Nj,h with (i, sg ).
14:
end for
15:
end for
16: end for

Min DBN (Algorithm 2) is an algorithm for the problem of minimizing the
number of distinct branching conditions in a decision forest. The algorithm uses
Algorithm Min IntSet for each feature i = 1, . . . , d to find a minimum set of
branching thresholds that can share the same value without changing 100σ% of
paths of given feature vectors passing through each node of each tree in a given
decision forest.
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For the branching condition (i, θi ) attached to each branching node Nj,h
of decision tree Tj in a given decision forest {T1 , . . . , Tm }, Algorithm Min DBN
calculates the range of values [`j,h , uj,h ) that θi can take without changing 100σ%
of paths of a given feature vectors x1 , . . . , xn passing through Nj,h in Tj (Line
2-8), and adds the range (interval) to Li , which is initially set to ∅ (Line 1).
Then, by running Min IntSet for each Li (i = 1, . . . , d), Min DBN obtains its
output {s1 , ..., sk } (Line 10), and the branching condition (i, θi ) of node Nj,h
with sg ∈ [`j,h , uj,h ) is replaced with (i, sg ) (Line 11-15).
Note that, for node Nj,h with branching condition (i, θi ) in decision tree Tj ,
the interval [`j,h , uj,h ) in which threshold θi can take a value without changing
more than 100σ% of paths of feature vectors x1 , . . . , xn passing through Nj,h in
Tj , is expressed as
`j,h = inf {` | |{xf ∈ Xj,h | ` < xf,i ≤ θi }| ≤ σ|Xj,h |} and
`

uj,h = sup{u | |{xf ∈ Xj,h | θi < xf,i ≤ u}| ≤ σ|Xj,h |},
u

where
Xj,h = {xf |The path of xf in Tj passes through node Nj,h },
and |S| for set S denotes the number of elements in S.
Let us analyze time and space complexities of Min DBN. Let N denote
the number of nodes in a given decision forest. For each branching node Nj,h ,
Min DBN needs O(|Xj,h | log(σ|Xj,h | + 1)) ≤ O(n log(σn + 1)) time for calculating `j,h and uj,h using size-(σ|Xj,h | + 1) heap. Min IntSet(Li ) for all i = 1, . . . , d
totally consumes at most O(N log N ) time. Considering that O(d) time is needed
additionally, time complexity of Min DBN is O(N (n log(σn + 1) + log N ) + d).
Space complexity of Min DBN is O(dn + N ) because space linear in the sizes of
given feature vectors and decision forest are enough to run Min DBN.

5

Experiments

We show the results of the experiments that demonstrate the effectiveness of
Algorithm Min DBN.
5.1

Settings

We used 13 numerical-feature datasets registered in UCI machine learning repository [6], whose numbers of instances, features and distinct class labels are shown
in Table 1. In the table, datasets are sorted in the order of the number of instances. The largest one is hepmass dataset that has 7 million instances. The
dataset with the largest number of features is RNA-Seq PANCAN whose number
of features is more than 20 thousands. Note that the number of features is larger
than the number of instances only for this dataset. The number of distinct class
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Table 1. Dataset used in our experiments

dataset
#instance #feature #class reference
iris
150
4
3 Iris [6]
parkinsons
195
22
2 Parkinsons [11]
breast cancer
569
30
1 Breast Cancer Wisconsin (Diagnostic) [6]
blood
748
4
2 Blood Transfusion Service Center [13]
RNA-Seq PANCAN
801
20531
5 gene expression cancer RNA-Seq [4]
winequality red
1599
11
11 Wine Quality [5]
winequality white
4898
11
11 Wine Quality [5]
waveform
5000
40
3 Waveform Database Generator (Version 2) [6]
robot
5456
24
4 Wall-Following Robot Navigation [6]
musk
6598
166
2 Musk (Version 2) [6]
epileptic seizure
11500
178
5 Epileptic Seizure Recognition [2]
magic
19020
10
2 MAGIC Gamma Telescope [6]
hepmass
7000000
28
2 HEPMASS (train) [6]

labels are not so large for all the dataset we used, and winequality datasets have
the largest number of distinct labels (11 distinct labels).
Decision forests used in the experiments are random forest classifiers [3] which
are outputted by the fit method of the sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestClassifier
class1 for the input of each dataset. The parameters of the classifier were set
to defaults except the number of trees (n estimators), the number of jobs to
run in parallel (n jobs) and and the seed used by the random number generator (random state): n estimators = 100, n jobs = −1 (which means the same
as the number of processors) and random state = 1. Note that parameter random state was fixed in order to ensure that the same decision forest is generated for the same training dataset. Also note that the number of randomly
selected features used for branching conditions of each decision tree was set to
√
d as default value. Each dataset was split into training and test datasets using
function sklearn.model selection.train test split, and the training dataset only
is fed to the fit method of the classifier. The non-default option parameters for
train test split are the proportions of the dataset to include in the test (test size)
and the train (train size) splits, and the seed used the random number generator (random state): test size = 0.2, train size = 0.8 and random state = 0, . . . , 9.
Note that 10 different pairs of train and test datasets were generated for each
dataset by setting different values to random state parameter. For each pair
of train and test datasets (DL , DP ), a random forest RF was learned using
DL , and Min DBN with parameter σ was run for the RF to obtain RFσ in
which the number of distinct branching conditions was minimized. Accuracies
of RF and RFσ for DP were checked for the labels predicted by the predict
method of the classifier. We conducted this procedure for 10 train-test splits
of each dataset and obtained the number of distinct branching conditions and
1

https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generated/sklearn.ensemble.RandomForestClassifier.html
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the accuracy averaged over 10 runs for each dataset and each random forest in
{RF} ∪ {RFσ | σ = 0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3}.
5.2

Results

The number of distinct branching conditions and prediction accuracy for each
original decision forest and those with reduced distinct branching conditions are
shown in Table 2. In the table, reduction rate of the number of distinct branching
conditions, which is defined as
1−

#(distinct branching conditions in RFσ )
,
#(distinct branching conditions in RF)

and prediction accuracy decrease, which is defined as
(accuracy of RF) − (accuracy of RFσ )

for the test dataset

are also shown for original decision forest RF and decision forests RFσ that are
outputted by Algorithm Min DBN for the input decision forest RF and pathchangeable-rate σ.
Under the condition that the path of any given feature vector in each decision
tree must be the same as that in the original tree (σ = 0), the reduction rate on
the number of distinct branching conditions is at least 48.9% for all the datasets
but RNA-Seq PANCAN dataset. The number of features is more than 30 times
lager than the number of training instances in RNA-Seq PANCAN dataset,
and number of distinct features in the original decision tree is less than 1/10
of the number of features, so the number of appearing branching conditions
for each feature might be small, which makes condition-sharing difficult. The
reduction rate exceeds 90% for magic and hepmass datasets, and especially it
reaches 99% for hepmass dataset. Note that the prediction accuracy decrease is
between −0.004 and 0.007 for all the datasets, so no degradation of prediction
performance was observed.
There is a tradeoff between reduction rate and prediction accuracy decrease,
that is, larger reduction rate causes larger prediction accuracy decrease, and it
can be to some extent controllable by path-changeable rate σ. By using larger
σ, reduction rate can be increased but prediction accuracy decrease is also increased. 90% reduction rate is achieved by waveform dataset with 0.3% prediction accuracy decrease (PAD), by parkinsons and breast cancer datasets with
5-7% PAD, by musk and epileptic seizure datasets with about 11% PAD, by
winequality and robot datasets with 14-17% PAD. Note that the minimum prediction accuracy of the original random forests among the 13 datasets is 67.3%.
The reduction rate cannot reach 90% for iris, blood and RNA-Seq PANCAN
datasets even using σ = 0.3. Iris and blood datasets have only four features,
which causes a small number of distinct branching conditions even for original
decision forest: 168.3 and 154.2 distinct branching conditions for iris and blood
datasets, respectively, in 100 decision trees. Considering comparison to the number of trees, such relatively small number of distinct branching conditions seems
to be difficult to reduce.
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Conclusions and Future Work

We formalized a novel simplification problem of a decision forest, proposed an
algorithm for the problem and demonstrated its effectiveness on reduction rate
of the number of distinct branching conditions for the random forests that were
trained using 13 datasets in UCI machine learning repository. Hardware implementation for checking effectiveness of the proposed algorithm on inference
efficiency is planned for our next step.
Practically better problem formalization may exist. It might be better to
restrict the rate of path changes not at each branching node but at each whole
tree. Furthermore, important thing is not the rate of path changes but the rate
of reached leaf label changes, so its control might be more preferred. There are
a tradeoff between the number of distinct branching conditions and prediction
accuracy. So, formalization with restriction directly on one of them might be
more useful. As our future work, we would like to pursue better formalizations
of the problem, develop their algorithms and analyze their complexity.
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Table 2. Number of distinct branching conditions and prediction accuracy of original
random forest classifier and those outputted by Min DBN
outputted by Min DBN
σ = 0.0
σ = 0.1
σ = 0.2
#(distinct conditions)(95% confidence interval)
reduction rate of #(distinct conditions)
dataset
prediction accuracy(95% confidence interval)
prediction accuracy decrease
168.3(±6.5)
53.1(±2.1)
46.0(±2.3)
37.8(±2.4)
0
0.684
0.727
0.775
iris
0.943(±0.044)
0.937(±0.043) 0.917(±0.038) 0.857(±0.058)
0
0.007
0.027
0.087
1005.5(±33.9)
398.0(±13.4)
176.9(±6.5)
105.9(±1.8)
0
0.604
0.824
0.895
parkinsons
0.89(±0.031)
0.885(±0.029) 0.854(±0.036) 0.846(±0.032)
0
0.005
0.036
0.044
1389.8(±54.7)
572.0(±15.2)
210.7(±7.3)
130.8(±4.7)
breast
0
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